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Welcome

Brendan Geraghty
Chief Executive Officer
UKAA



Success 
& Updates



Whole Life 
Costing Hub

Data sharing /benchmarking 

Housebuilders 



Review of 2023
The UKAA Engine Room

The UKAA Team

Membership

Voice of BTR

Study Tours

UKAA Hubs

Webinars Success

Social Media 

Email Marketing

Media Engagement

Best Practice Guide

Website

Finance



What 
does the 

UKAA do 
for me?



The UKAA Team
Brand, 

public events 
& strategy
Brendan

New Role
Sales of 

Membership & 
Sponsorship

Director, 
operations,
 marketing 
& comms
Graham

UKAA 
events & events 

partners
Emma

Governance
& Communities

Amanda

Admin 
& members

Jude

PR
Charlotte

Graphic & 
marketing

Andy

Website & 
SM

Farah

New Role
Admin 

Support



Membership
330+

organisations 
and counting

4,500
professionals operating in BTR 

and beyond



Voice of BTR
Selective 
Licensing

Rental 
Reform Building Safety

Levy

5 submissions
to government
consultations

Second 
staircases

CMA review 
of PRS



Study Tours
Of the 3 study tours in 2023, 
Leeds sold out the fastest: within one month. What 

does the 
UKAA do 
for me?Glasgow Edinburgh Leeds

Birmingham
23/24 Jan 2024



UKAA 
Hubs

What 
does the 

UKAA do 
for me?



High quality webinars 
and seminars:
Most popular UKAA Webinar:
 
Single family BTR in operation
Host: Sigma 
Attendees: 210

17 webinars
4 in-person 

seminars

Average 
webinar 

attendees: 
77

Total 
webinar 

attendees: 
843



Share the messages 
of the day!

5,482 followers 410 followers 
102 posts

574 followers 



Email Marketing 
2023 4,190 

active 
subscribers 

554 new 
subscribers 

in 2023 
(1.7 daily)

27% 
average open 
rate (increase 

of 3.3% vs 
2022 average)

44% 
Newsbuzz open 
rate (compared 

to 22%
2022 average)



UKAA Media 
Engagement 2023

73 pieces of 
media coverage 

secured

1.43 million 
audience

160,000 
estimated views 



UKAA Best 
Practice Guide

2023 saw 
an increase 
in users by 

159.83%

2023 saw a 
94.31% increase 
in user actions

There are 
now 145 videos 

available 

What 
does the 

UKAA do 
for me?



UKAA 
Website

2023 saw 
a total of 

58.9%
new visitors

2023 saw 
a 166.2% 

increase in
 users

October saw 
the highest 

traffic



2023 Conference
Highlights



Not just words… 
action Every session at the UKAA Annual 

BTR Conference on 2 November 
2023 set out at least three actions 
that the UKAA or the sector needed 
to take forward.

What 
does the 

UKAA do 
for me?



Not just words… 
action • Communicating on behalf of the BTR sector – be the voice of BTR

• Set and communicate clear BTR sector standards
• Provide data and evidence to support all calls
• Share lessons learned and best practice
• Invest in developing people in BTR
• Future-proof assets
• Focus on building partnerships
• Educate consumers



Looking forward 
to 2024…



UKAA BTR Code 
of Practice
What conduct can be expected of our sector?

What 
does the 

UKAA do 
for me?



UKAA BTR Code 
of Practice
What conduct can be expected of our sector? Authors: 

UKAA Members
Society



Sponsorship

Bring your name to the fore in BTR

Opportunities for  

involvement and  

support in 2024

Corporate

Research

Events

Awards

Reverse Trade Shows

Study Tours

Newsbuzz





UKAA Rebrand
- All inclusive BTR professional end of the PRS economy

Urban BTR Suburban BTR Co-Living Later Living DMR + Affordable



UKAA stakeholder
engagement A series of stakeholder interviews conducted to gain 

insights into the current state of the UKAA and to 
explore potential directions for its future.

Interviews were conducted with various industry 
professionals, including developers, investors, and 
policymakers, to gather diverse perspectives on the 
role, strengths, and challenges of the UKAA in the 
context of the evolving BTR sector.



Key Themes

Clarity of Purpose and
Identity

The name the UKAA (UK Apartment Association) 
was frequently criticised for being limiting and not 

representative of the diverse BTR sector, which now 
includes, amongst others, Single Family Homes 

(SFH) and Co-Living.

There’s universal agreement over a clear need for a 
brand that reflects the dynamic and evolving nature

of the BTR industry.

1/8

Brand
Perception

The UKAA’s brand needs a revamp
to better reflect its current role and influence.

 Stakeholders recommend a dynamic and inclusive 
brand that is informal, fun, and resonates with a 

younger audience, infusing the organisation with a 
sense of youthful energy. A universal approach is 
essential, ensuring the brand speaks to everyone 

impacted by the sector.

2/8



Key Themes

Lobbying and Government
Relations

While recognised as a voice in the BTR sector, there 
were suggestions for more focused efforts in policy 
making and lobbying. This led on to discussions of 
collaborating with, or creating a point of difference 
from, larger organisations like the British Property 

Federation (BPF).

Enhanced efforts in influencing policy
and regulatory decisions were advised.

3/8

Member Engagement and 
Representation

The UKAA was urged to adopt a more inclusive 
approach, involving a broader range of stakeholders 

within the BTR sector. Open and transparent 
communications are needed.

Member satisfaction and involvement were 
highlighted as crucial for the organisation’s 

effectiveness.

4/8



Key Themes

Innovation
and Adaptability

The UKAA is already seen as innovative yet, further 
innovation and adaptability is needed to keep pace 

with the rapid evolution of the BTR sector.

Updates to events, seminars, and the overall 
approach were suggested to stay relevant. Members 

are looking for relevant and inspiring content.

5/8

Communication
and Education

Clear communication and effective education were 
emphasised, especially in light of changes in 

legislation and regulations affecting the BTR sector.

The UKAA is a people-orientated organisation and 
keeping members informed about the latest 

developments was deemed essential.
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Key Themes

Collaboration
with other Organisations

Strengthening collaboration with organisations like 
the British Property Federation (BPF)

and the Urban Land Institute (ULI) was seen as 
beneficial for comprehensive representation.

7/8

Stakeholder
Engagement

Continued and purposeful engagement with a wide 
range of stakeholders, including investors, operators, 

suppliers, and residents, was recommended to 
maintain the UKAA’s central role in the BTR 

community.

8/8



UKAA stakeholder
engagement These stakeholder interviews provide valuable insights 

that can guide the UKAA in shaping its future.

The recommendations derived from these insights offer 
a strategic pathway for the UKAA to navigate the 
challenges and capitalise on the opportunities 
presented by the evolving BTR sector.

The organisation has a need to redefine its identity, 
strengthen its purpose, and emerge as a leader in the 
dynamic and diverse landscape of the BTR sector.



Branding | strategy | marketing | campaigns



The 4C’s 
growth 
strategy

Content
increase & enrich 

sector knowledge, expand 
intellectual and practical 
resources for members

Collaboration
work closely with 
the allied bodies 

especially 
the BPF

Cultivate
best practice, 

purposefulness, 
business opportunities 

for members

Communication
increase external and 
internal comms and 
reach new markets



Through collaboration and 
knowledge quality

The foundations

Visibility

Trust

Establish
credibility

Broad and consistent
commentary

Knowledge creation &
distribution.

Professional delivery

Thought 
leadership &

expert commentary

Create a Best 
Practice Guide &

industry standards

Strategic, 
innovative

and nurturing

Authority | Influential | EssentialHigh value
knowledge and
content will drive
our evolution

CollaborationContent

Cultivate Communication



Visibility

Trust

CollaborationContent

Cultivate Communication

Credibility Broad and consistent

Thought leadership & expert
commentary Professional

Innovation Strategic direction

UKAA as a leading, influential and
Essential governing and research 

body that sets standards and 
accreditations 

for the BTR 
industry.

Research & Innovation

BTR careers, education & training

Influence Government and Policy

Leadership

Membership seen as essential

Endorsed by investors and operators

Set standards & Code of Practice

Attract new members retain existing



AOB & 
Questions




